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1 Configuration and operation of the controller
1.1 Operating elements
F-buttons:
The F1 and F4 buttons are function keys. During operation
they are assigned a variety of different functions. The
currently active function is indicated in the display above.
-button (P)
Pressing the P button opens the main menu. In the main
menu the F buttons are used for navigation.
- button (+)
The (+) button is used to increase the set-point and
parameter values. Each change must be confirmed by
pressing the ↵ button.

Figure 1-1

- button (–)
The (-) button is used to decrease the set-point and parameter values.
Each change must be confirmed by pressing the ↵ button.
- button (Enter)
All changes must be confirmed with this button. (set-point and parameter)
- button (On)
The system is “working”, the pump and controller are “active”.
- button (Off)
All systems are “off”. If power is still present the start screen is displayed.

1.2 Screens
The three most important screens.

1.2.1 Start screen
Following the power-up of the controller the company logo
appears as start screen. (see figure 1-2)
Depending on the programming of the controller, i.e. the
temperature control unit equipment, the following symbols
can appear in the start screen:
Figure 1-2

Manual switching-on
the “On” button

Switching-on of the equipment
via the time switch is active

External switching-on of via
the equipment is activated

1.2.2 Process screen
The process screen (figure 1-3) appears following the switching-on of the temperature control unit. It
indicates the current set values and the operating status.
Temp. actual value

Symbol heating, i.e. cooling
Symbol pump rotation direction

Temp. setpoint

Symbol system lock

Process information

Symbol timer

F1: Leak-stop function

F3: „Remote“ function

F2: „Draining“ function

F4: Real-time clock or alarm

P: Main menu

(–): Decrease value

(+): Increase value

(↵): Confirm change in value
Figure 1-3

1.2.3 Main menu
Pressing the P button opens
the main menu. (figure 1-4)

Figure 1-4
Description of the individual items:
General information:
Æ Overview of the current set values
Diagrams
Æ Displays consecutive process diagrams of the actual value, supply, return and film temperature,
flow rate and supply pressure
Profile controller diagram
Æ Graphic presentation of the recipes
Alarm logbook
Æ List of the alarm messages
Setup: alarm, limits
Æ Parameter list for the alarm and limit values

Setup: device functions
Æ Parameter list for the equipment functions
Setup: controller
Æ Parameter list for the controller
Setup: offset values
Æ Parameter list for the offset values
Setup: interface
Æ Parameter list for the interfaces
Setup: profile controller
Æ Programming recipes
Setup: timer
Æ Programming the time switch
Setup: ECOTEMP
Æ Programming of the ECOTEMP mode
Setup: tool recipes
Æ Setting and administering 20 tool recipes
Info: manufacturer
Æ Contact details, software version
Process screen
Æ Exiting the main menu, return to the process screen

1.3 Symbols and their meaning
During operation a series of different signs and symbols appear in the display. Their meaning is given
in the following list.
Symbol
Meaning

Heating

Cooling

Timer active

Pump in normal
operation

Pump in leak stop
operation

Mode ECOTEMP
active

Symbol
Meaning

System closing
active

2 Description of the parameters and their adjustment
The parameter level is reached via the main menu. Pressing the P
button opens the main menu. With the F3 button the cursor can be
moved downwards, i.e. upwards with the F2 button. Once the
desired menu item has been reached it can be opened using the (↵)
button. The F1 button returns the user to the previous level.
The parameters can be found in the first four menu items “Setting”.
The parameters can be changed using the value adjustment buttons
(+) and (–). Once the desired value has been reached it must again
be confirmed with the (↵) button.

Figure 2-1

2.1 Setup alarm, limits
When the “Setup alarm, limits” menu is opened the following screen
appears. The current parameter is highlighted in grey. The current
setting is indicated in the blue framed field.
In the following table all the parameters from this level together with
their setting range are listed.
Note: Temperature and pressure in the following table can also be
shown in °F and psi.
The values indicated are based on °C and bar and are converted as
required.
Warning: The parameters highlighted in grey are only available in
the Professional version.
Figure 2-2

Setup alarm, limits
Parameter
Alarm limit
1st setpoint
2nd setpoint
3rd setpoint
Alarm to process
Aqua timer
Alarm flow
Alarm pressure high
Alarm pressure low

Value range
Unit
Start
End
Off, 0
100

Meaning

Setpoint = alarm tripping value / alarm trigger point
see upper setpoint limit
see lower setpoint limit
only active when the external sensor has entered
"sensor breakage"
Off, -30 154 °C
Setpoint = max. permissible filling cycles after one hour
Off, 1
40
operation
Setpoint = minimum desired amount
Off, 1
600 l/min
if not reached alarm is triggered
Off, 0.1 25 bar
upper alarm value
Off, 0.1 25 bar
lower alarm value

Setup alarm, limits
Parameter
Alarm 2
upper setpoint limit
lower setpoint limit

Value range
Start
End
Off, 1
600
0
400
-30
149

Unit Meaning
l/min Setpoint = alarm tripping value / alarm trigger point
°C
Upper value of the setpoint adjustment range
°C
Starting value of the setpoint adjustment range

Alarm film temperature Off, -30 400 °C

Film temperature limit value

Alarm ∆T
From process limit

Off, 0.1 20
°K
-29.9
400 °C

Delta T monitoring of supply/return temp
-

Off, 1

Output limiting with external temperature sensor =
active.
Value = temperature difference to the setpoint in °K.
Continuous monitoring of the supply temperature
dependent on setpoint (value = 5 equivalent to 5°K)

Cascade control

100 °K

Selection facility for the settling performance, when
an external thermocouple is employed

external sensor logic

=b

1.#b -

=b during start-up phase and/or after setpoint
alteration, the APE-limitation (band for internal
temperature) always remains active
1.#b during the start-up phase and/or after
setpoint alteration, the internal temperature is
allowed to exceed the band just once
Band-limitation only becomes active, when
setpoint = actual temperature

System closing
temperature

Off, 35

90

°C

-

2.2 Device functions
When the “Device functions” menu is opened the following screen
appears. The current parameter is highlighted in grey. The current
setting is indicated in the blue framed field.
In the following table all the parameters from this level together with
their setting range are listed.
Warning: The parameters highlighted in grey are only available in
the Professional version.

Figure 2-3

Device functions
Parameter

Value range
Start
End

Unit

Meaning

Draining time

10

900

Sec.

Blow, i.e. suction time for devices with mould
draining

Filling

Hand

Automatic

Hand indicates manual filling of the equipment
Automatic indicates automatic filling of the
equipment - Automatic is not possible with heat
transfer equipment

Configuration
change of water

TimeManually
controlled

Manual: the water change is started manually
After switching on: water change is carried out
following every mains reset and switching-on
Time controlled: Water change is carried out
according to the set interval

Time for change of
water
Interval for change
of water
Change of water
manually

1

30

Sec.

Duration of the water change

1

300

Min.

Time until the next water change is carried out

On

Off

Start with manual water change
Off means that the equipment is switched off
directly via the "0" button.
co.OF means that the equipment is first cooled
and then switched off via the "0" button (pump
follower control)

Cooling before shut
down

Off

co.OF

Cooling mode

Indirect

Blocked

Selection of setpoint External sensor
Off

Actual value output
PB (Profibus)

On

Setpoints 1, 2 and external
Current control sensor: Output of the present
actual value via PB and power output
External sensor: Output of the external sensor
via PB and power output
Internal sensor: Output of the internal sensor
via PB and power output

-

-

Off, 9.1

100.0

°C

5

120

Min.

Reclosing lockout

Off

On

Parameter lock

Off

All

Record. Function:
sample time

1 sec.

10 min.

Language

-

-

Timer

Active

Inactive

Shut down
temperature
Aqua timer start
time

Is activated following the set time
after on/off the time count begins again
Following mains reset the controller remains
switched off. To switch the controller back on
buttons "0" and "I" have to be pushed
In order to accept the value change keep “Enter”
pressed (5-10 sec.)
Example: A setting of 1 sec. means that a value
is saved every second.
Czech, Dutch, English, French, German, Italian,
Polish, Russian, Spanish
active: Temperature control unit switched on/off
according to times programmed into the time
switch.

Device functions
Parameter

Value range
Start
End

Unit

Time of day

00:00

23:59

hh:mm

Weekday

Mo

Su

Weekday

Year

1980

2099

Year

Month

1

12

Month

Day

1

31

Day

Off, 0

10000

h

Off,
2008

2099

Year

1

12

Month

1

31

Day

Service interval
operating hours
Service interval
year*
Service interval
month*
Service interval
day*
Config. limit
comparator
Config. collective
alarm
Configuration
OUT13

Setting the local time for controllers with real
time clock
Setting the day of the week for controllers with
real time clock
Setting the year for controllers with real time
clock
Setting the month for controllers with real time
clock
Setting the day for controllers with real time
clock
Setting the service interval according to
operating hours
Setting the service interval according to year
Setting the service interval according to date
blocked if “service interval year” is deactivated
Setting the service interval according to date
blocked if “service interval year” is deactivated

N/C con. N/O con.

-

N/C con. N/O con.

-

N/C con. N/O con.

-

-

-

Programming c.OFF
After switch-off via the pump run-on control,
100% cooling is effective until cooling
temperature is reached.
Programming c.Gr
After switch-off via the pump run-on control, the
default cooling gradient is effective until the
cooling temperature is reached.

Programming c.OFF c.OFF

Unit of pressure
Unit of flow

Meaning

c.Gr

off, bar psi
off, l/min gal/min

-

Activation and resetting of parameter to the
factory setting
Freely selectable via the keyboard (compare tool
designation, chapter 4.3.1)
Name of unit
The machine designation is displayed in the
initial screen and in the "Process values,
summary" mask.
*This setting is only possible for machines with a real time clock (RTC)
Factory setting

Off

On

2.3 Controller
When the “Controller” menu is opened the following screen appears.
The current parameter is highlighted in grey. The current setting is
indicated in the blue framed field.
In the following table all the parameters from this level together with
their setting range are listed.
Warning: The parameters highlighted in grey are only available in
the Professional version.

Figure 2-4
Controller
Parameter
Regulation ratio
heating
Regulation ratio
cooling
XP-heating
TV-heating
TN-heating
XP-cooling
TV-cooling
TN-cooling
Hyst. switch heating/
cooling
Switch cycle time
heating
Switch cycle time
cooling
Temperature unit
Self-optimization
Setpoint ramp
increasing
Setpoint ramp
decreasing

Value range
Start
End

Unit Meaning

0

100

%

0

100

%

Off, 0.1
Off, 1
Off, 1
Off, 0.1
Off, 1
Off, 1

99.9
200
999
99.9
200
999

%
Sec.
Sec.
%
Sec.
Sec.

Off, 0.1 10.0

°C

1

240

Sec.

1

240

Sec.

°C
Off

°F
On

The control variable limiter comes into force when
the control variable calculated by the controller is
greater than the max. permissible (limited) control
variable.
Proportional range of the controlled system
Lead time of the controlled system
Reset time of the controlled system
Proportional range of the controlled system
Lead time of the controlled system
Reset time of the controlled system
The setpoint for cooling is increased by the set
value, preventing frequent switching between
heating and cooling operation.
The switching cycle time determines the max.
switching frequency of the control element.
Preselection °C, °F and 0,1°C
-

Off, 0.1 99.9

-

Off, 0.1 99.9

Cooling is switched on at a temperature of "nominal
value + set-point value"
Cooling is switched off at a temperature of "nominal
value - set-point value"

Switch on hyst. cooling 0,5

10,0

°K

Switch off hyst. cooling 0,5

10,0

°K

IuW+80 400

°C

Starting value range = min. scale + 80°

°C

End value range = max. scale - 80°

Act. value output:
upper value
Act. value output:
lower value

-30

IoW80

2.4 Offset values
When the “Offset values” menu is opened the following screen
appears. The current parameter is highlighted in grey. The current
setting is indicated in the blue framed field.
In the following table all the parameters from this level together with
their setting range are listed.
Warning: The parameters highlighted in grey are only available in
the Professional version.

Figure 2-5

Interface
Value range
Start
End

Unit

- 199

+ 199

K

- 199

+ 199

K

- 199

+ 199

K

- 199

+ 199

K

- 199

+ 199

K

- 99

+ 99

l/min

Threshold flow dP

off, 10

50

mV

Cooling regul. ratio
offset

off, 1

100

%

Parameter
Actual value offset
int. sensor
Actual value offset
ext. sensor
Actual value offset
from process
Actual value offset
to process
Actual value offset
film temperature
Flow offset

Meaning

Threshold value at which the flow meter displays
a value.
With continuous cooling and a small control
variable output an offset can be set so that the
continuous valve does not open immediately.

2.5 Interface
When the “Interface” menu is opened the following screen appears.
The current parameter is highlighted in grey. The current setting is
indicated in the blue framed field.
In the following table all the parameters from this level together with
their setting range are listed.
Warning: The parameters highlighted in grey are only available in
the Professional version.

Figure 2-6

Interface
Parameter

Value range
Start
End

Interface address

1

255

Protocol

Off

St

Baud rate
Data format

Off, 0.3
7E1

19.2
8n2

Unit

Meaning
For multiple devices on one interface different
addresses are required
Off = Interface operation deactivated
Arburg = Arburg-Protocol
Boy = Dr. Boy- Protocol
Engel = Engel- Protocol
Krauss-Maffei = Krauss-Maffei- Protocol
Elotech Standard = Elotech- Protocol
Profibus Gateway = Profibus- Protocol
SPI = Single Standard- Protocol
Profibus-DP = Profibus-DP- Protocol
Euromap 66 CAN = Euromap- Protocol
Modbus RTU = Modbus- Protocol

2.6 EcoTemp
When the “EcoTemp” menu is opened the following screen appears.
The current parameter is highlighted in grey. The current setting is
indicated in the blue framed field.
In the following table all the parameters from this level together with
their setting range are listed.
Further details can be found in chapter 4.3.

Figure 2-7
EcoTemp

EcoTemp

Value range
Start
End
Off
On

Time 1
Time 2
Time 3

0.0
0.0
0

Parameter

100.0
1000.0
2000

Unit

Meaning

s
s
s

Start of the non-cooling time
Duration of the non-cooling time
Timer for the standby-mode

3 Configuration
3.1 Setting the control parameter
3.1.1 Determining the parameters with closed control circuit
If the time response of the controlled system is unknown and if the control circuit can be made instable
for short periods, then the controller is operated with xp = 0 (on-off, without time response).
The control parameters are calculated from the resulting waveform as follows:
X
(°C)

Δx

t (sec.)
T
Δx

= oscillation period
= oscillation amplitude of the actual value

Delay time:
Lead time:
Reset time:
Proportional range:
Span SC:

1
∗T
4
4
Tv =
∗ Tu
10
Tn = 5 ∗ Tv
Δx ∗ 2
xp =
∗ 100%
Meßbereichsumfang
430 K
Tu =

We recommend setting the proportional range “cooling“ to two times the value.

3.1.2 Self-optimisation
The optimisation algorithm with closed control circuit ascertains the characteristics of the controlled
system and calculates the feedback parameters (Xp, Tv, Tn) and the switching cycle time (C = 0.3 x
Tv) for a PD/I controller valid over a wide range.
If the controller is operated as a “heating-off-cooling” controller then the parameter values determined
under “heating” are used for “cooling”.
The optimisation is carried out during start-up shortly before the setpoint. This must be at least 5 % of
the span. During the optimisation to a setpoint that has already been reached, the temperature is
reduced by approx. 5% of the span in order to accurately determine the controlled system gain.
The optimisation algorithm can be triggered at any time by selecting “Self-optimisation = ON” and
confirming with the “Enter” button. During the optimisation process “Opt. Activ” is shown in the display.
With 3-point controllers (heating-off-cooling) the temperature reduction is accelerated via short-term
activation of the cooling.
After the feedback parameters have been calculated the controller maintains the actual value at the
current setpoint.

X
w

X
w

OPT on
t
Optimisation during heating
of the controlled system

y

y

OPT on
t
Optimisation to setpoint
already "attained”

By selecting “Self-optimisation = OFF” and pressing the “Enter” button, the optimisation process can
be interrupted.

3.2 Significance of the alarm configuration
Signal contacts are input and displayed as a
function of the set-value selected.
Switching performance:

Configuration:

Limiting contacts are input and displayed
as absolute values.
Switching performance:

Limiting-value

Signal-value
Off

On

1

On

4

Off

SET-VALUE

On

Off

2

On

The limit comparator is input and displayed as
a function of the set-value selected. The input
value is effective below and above the setvalue.
Switching performance:
Configuration:

ACTUAL-VALUE

The alarm relay of limit comparators with
readiness performance is being energized,
once the controller is turned ON. It is deenergized, when the actual-value has made
the OK-zone and has passed out of it again.
Switching performance:

Limit-range
Off

3
On

On

5

Off

ACTUAL-VALUE

Off

Configuration:

Configuration:

Limit-range

6
On

SET-VALUE

Off

On

ACTUAL-VALUE

7
Off

Off
On

SET-VALUE

ACTUAL-VALUE

4 Application examples
The following sub-chapter explains the deployment of the program
controller and time switch.

4.1 Setting the program controller
The menu item “Setting program controller” can be found in the main
menu. By pressing the (↵) button the following overview is opened
(figure 3-1).
This lists the ten possible settings.

Figure 4-1

4.1.1 Recipe – configuration
Figures 4-2 and 4-3 show a configured recipe:
The adjustable value ranges are based on the given parameter
ranges for the setpoint (see chapter 2.1). The same applies for the
time switch.
In the first column (temperature) the setpoint temperatures valid for
the respective phase are entered. The second column indicates the
duration for which the current setpoint is approached.
It should be noted that the time duration that is set also includes the
change in the temperature value. Therefore in stage 6 the time
required for the controller to cool the medium from 155°C to –12°C is
also included in the 6 minutes for which the setpoint of – 12°C is to
apply.
The cursor navigation in the vertical direction is again carried out
using the buttons F2 and F3. Changing between the columns is
carried out using the F4 button. In figure 3-2 the cursor is at
temperature 1; accordingly the cursor shifts to time 1 when the F4
button is pressed. The opposite is the case in figure 4-3. The cursor
is at temperature 10; above button F4 is Temp. Pressing F4 returns
the cursor to the temperature column.
The value is adjusted in each case by pressing the (+) and (–)
buttons; the value changes are accepted as customary by pressing
(↵).

Figure 4-2

Figure 4-3

4.1.2 Recipe – graphic display
The recipes from the program controller menu can also be shown in
the form of graphic process diagrams. In order to do this first return
to the main menu. The graphic menu is opened via the item
“Program controller display” (figure 4-4).
The different recipes can be displayed one after the other using the
F3 button. The F2 button starts the recipe.

Figure 4-4

If the recipe is active the curve is coloured in blue (figure 4-5). At the
same time the function of the F2 button changes to “Pause” and the
F3 button to “End”. Following manual or automatic termination of the
recipe the button assignment from figure 4-4 returns, enabling a new
start or a change of recipe.

Figure 4-5

4.2 Clock module
The unit can be activated or deactivated at a particular point in time
with the help of the clock module. In addition, these components
allow a service interval to be set.

4.2.1 Timer
The timer can also be comfortably accessed via the main menu.
The start and termination times are entered, i.e. changed in the
same manner as described in chapter 4.1 for the recipes. The
vertical selection is carried out using F2 and F3. The value changes
are carried out using (+) and (–) and the confirmation with (↵).
Changing between the columns is again carried out via the F4
button.
Figure 4-6

4.2.2 Service interval display
When a clock module is present, three entries/ parameters can be
found in the "setting: machine functions" menu: "Service interval
year", "Service interval month" and "Service interval day". The next
service appointment can be entered here by the usual method
(changing the value with (+) and (-), entry with (↵)). Once the interval
has expired, the "Service" display will appear on the main screen.

Figure 4-7

4.3 Mode EcoTemp
The menu item “Setup EcoTemp” can be found in the main menu.
By pressing the (↵) button the following overview is opened
(figure 4-8).

4.3.1 Functional descripiton
The EcoTemp-modul provides an intermittant flow within the cavity
wall. It thereby controls the cooling and the non-cooling time of the
temperature control unit. The systematically gradated mould
temperature over cycle time provides a variety of benefits for the
process, the part surface and the strength as well as for the
economic efficiency.
Additionally there is a watchdog-time available that leads the TCU to
standby after a certain period of time.
Figure 4-8

4.3.2 Service interval display
The first parameter in the submenu allows to switch between
activation and deactivation of the EcoTemp mode. An activated
EcoTemp mode is shown by the lettering "ECOTEMP" in the upper
right of the process screen.
The arrow keys allow to choose the parameter that needs to be
changed. Pressing the (+) and (-) buttons will change the values of
the selected parameter. (↵) will confirm the modified values.
Parameter Time1:
Time1 delays the non-cooling time. In normal case this time has to
be adjusted on value "0". In some cases, however, further cooling
could be required after the cycle-start signal.
Parameter Time2:
Time2 defines the duration of the non-cooling time.
Parameter Time3:
Time3 is the timer for the standby mode. The interval for Time3
should last a bit longer than the cycle time. If the cycle-signal fails to
appear, the unit will switch to standby-mode after the adjusted period
of time

Figure 4-9

4.3.3
Time1

Time2

Non-cooling
time - delay

Non-cooling
time

Start
Cycle

Time3
Standbydelay

Start
Cycle

No new start
cycle

4.4 Tool recipes
The "Setup tool recipes" menu item is also found in the main menu.
If different tools are used with a tempering unit, as needed, this
function will appear in the foreground. The tool recipes allow specific
parameters to be provided for a maximum of 20 tools.
Attention: The "Setup tool recipes" level is completely blocked
when the unit is in operational mode. Settings and changes can only
be made when the unit is in its idle state!
Figure 4-10

4.4.1 Tool designation
At the factory, the tool recipes are numbered serially from 1 to 20.
However, these names can be replaced, removed or deleted at any
time.
This is done by selecting the desired formula with the cursor and
pressing the F4 button. The character set (Fig. 4-11) will open with
the following key functions:

up

down

to the
left

to the
right

-

insert
character

delete
character

confirm
entry

The characters are selected using the function keys; (+) takes over
characters, (-) deletes characters, and input is confirmed with (↵).
The character selected is displayed in red.
Figure 4-11

4.4.2 Saving and loading tool recipes
The tool recipes can be selected with the arrow keys and opened
with (↵). If the controller is not in idle state (temperature control is
active) the red display will be shown "blocked" on the display.
The menu can be opened in the idle state. The preset parameters of
the tool recipes are then shown. (Fig. 4-12) The list can be scrolled
through using the F2 and F3 keys. By pressing F4, the values
displayed can be saved, loaded or overwritten with the current
settings.

Figure 4-12

An empty screen will be shown if no parameters have been
configured in the selected recipe. If this is the case, you can jump to
a dialog menu by pressing F4 (Save). (Fig. 4-13) The controller
parameters currently set for the recipe selected are taken over with
F2.

Figure 4-13

If parameters have already been set, re-enter the dialog menu with
F4 (save/load). You can now replace the saved values by the current
settings (Fig. 4-14) with F2 - or load the values saved with the aid of
the F3 key. Once the unit has been switched on again, the current
tool recipe will be executed. By changing the parameters during the
working process, the active recipe will be deactivated and work
continued with the newly set values. In order to control the
temperature again with a tool recipe, the controls must be
deactivated again and the recipe re-loaded.

Figure 4-14

5 Technical data and wiring diagram
5.1 Technical data
Format:

Display:
Inputs Pt 100 (DIN)

Thermocouple input:
Only for SC-P

Analogue inputs:
Only for SC-P

Analogue outputs:
Only for SC-P

Digital inputs:
Flow transmitter contact:
(Impeller wheel)
Only for SC-P
Flow transmitter contact:
(Grundfos)

Front dimensions: 134 x 164 mm
Mounting depth:
SC-S 24V DC: 60 mm
SC-P 24V DC: 79 mm
Degree of protection:
IP 00
Colour LCD display; 3,5“; 320 x 240 pixel; LED backlight
Measuring range: -30...400°C resolution 0.1°K
SC-S: 4 x 2-wire circuit
SC-P: 4 x 2-wire and 1 x 3-wire circuit
Sensor break and short circuit monitoring are present.
< 1 mA
Sensor voltage:
Calibration accuracy:
< 0.2 %
Linearity and indication error < 0.2 % +/- 1 digit
Ambient temperature influence on the span: < 0.02 % / K
Measuring range: -30...400°C
Sensor break fuse and internal reference junction installed.
Reference temperature of the junction: 20°C
Reverse voltage protection present.
No balancing necessary up to 50 Ohm output resistance.
Calibration accuracy: < 0,25 %
Linearity and indication error < 0.2 % +/- 1 digit
Ambient temperature influence on the span: < 0.01 % / K
0…10 V DC, input resistance: > 1MOhm
or
0 ...20 mA, 4...20 mA, input resistance: 1 Ohm
Calibration accuracy: < 0,2 %
0 ...10V DC, output load: min. 10kOhm/Volt
or
0 ...20 mA, 4...20 mA, output load: max. 500 Ohm
Calibration accuracy: < 0,2 %
Suitable for the connection of external, floating contacts.
Switching voltage: approx. 24 V DC, max. 1 mA..
Supply current: approx. 12 mA
Input resistance: approx. 13 KOhm

Auxiliary voltage 5V DC
Input voltage 0…10V; input resistance approx. 440 KOhm
Calibration accuracy: < 0,2 %
Control output “heating”:
Voltage, bistable, 0/18 V DC, max. 10 mA, short-circuit proof
or
Relay, (normally open contact) max. 250 V AC, max. 2.5 A with cos-phi = 1
Control output “cooling”:
Relay, (normally open contact) max. 250 V AC, max. 2.5 A with cos-phi = 1
or
Voltage, bistable, 0/18 V DC, max. 10 mA, short-circuit proof
Outputs, relay:
Relay, (normally open contact) max. 250 V AC, max. 2.5 A with cos-phi = 1
Interfaces (option):
RS232, RS485, TTY(0/20mA)
CAN EUROMAP 66
Profibus DP
Data storage:
EAROM, semiconductor memory
Auxiliary voltage:
24V DC ±25% 10W alternative
230V AC, ± 10 %, 48...62 Hz; 10VA
Electrical connections:
Plug-in terminal strips, degree of protection IP 20 (DIN 40050), insulation group C
Permissible area of application:
Working temperature range: 0...50°C / 32...122°F
Storage temperature range: -30...70°C / -22...158°F
Climatic class: KWF DIN 40040;
Equivalent to average annual relative humidity of 75 %, without condensation
Subject to technical changes without prior notice!

5.2 Wiring diagram SC-Standard
OUT 3
OUT 5
COM
OUT 6
OUT 8

L
N
ventilating / venting
Pump
OUT 3,5,6,8
filling
System closed

OUT 9

draining / leak-stop

OUT 4

Alarm

OUT 2

cooling

OUT 1

heating

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83

RxD in
TxD out
TxD in
RxD out
GND
Level max
Level min
+ 24 V
motor protection
flow watchdog
ext. Controller
+ 24 V
ON external
+ 24 V

Configuration
water / oil
61 + 24 V
62 heating 63 heating +
64
filmtemperature
65
66 Pre run
67 tenmperature
60

68
69
6A
6B

Closed-loop
control
return run
temperature

B
A

TxD in
TxD out
RxD out
RxD in

GND
S6
S5
S5, S6
S9
S7
S1
S1, S7 ,S9

RxTx N
RxTx P

L
H

Controlsignal

+5V
GND

GND

S8

S2
OUT 1.1
GND
Pt 100
GND
Pt 100
GND
Pt 100
GND
Pt 100

5.3 Wiring diagram SC-Professional
L1
L2
L3

Phase
Phase
Phase

OUT 7

Group alarm

oil-cracking alarm /
OUT 11
unlocking
OUT 12 ON / S1 active
OUT 13

Alarms active during:limiting value-returnline;
min.volume;ΔT-Inlet-, returnline;
pressure, min / max;2. Limit Soll/Ist

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Actual-value output port

2. Set-value /
external set-value active
Almost empty
continuosly/logical +
continuosly/logical -

GND
bridge 10 V
0/4..20 mA; 0..10 V
S 10
+24 V S 10
S4
+24 V S 4
S3
+24 V S 3
heating/cooling
heating/cooling

28
54
55
56
57
58
59

flow sensor DFG
+24 V Output
Pressure
GND pressure/flow
flow

90 free
91
92 external set-value
93
94
95 external sensor
96

+
GND
supply current DFG Change-over with Jumper
10 V
GND
10 V

GND
0...10 V
0/4...20 mA
GND
+

thermocouple

+

resistance
thermometer

Current signal with
termination resistance
of 1 OHM

